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Two Pairs of Simply Connected Geometries
HUlLING LI
In this paper we have proven the simple connectedness of two GABs which are not buildings.
In this paper we prove the 2-connectedness of two GABs. One of them appeared in
Kantor [2] and the other, found by Kohler, Meixner and Wester [5], is related with the
GABs in Kantor [3]. Our proofs are based on the simple fact that, for each of these
two GABs, there is a closely related 2-connected GAB, which has the 'same' chambers.
In this paper we first prove a general lemma (Section 2) and then we apply it to two
situations (Sections 3 and 4). To make this paper somewhat self-contained, we have given
descriptions of these GABs. All notation is the same as in Kantor [2], [3].
I would like to thank W. Kantor for his direction and encouragement.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Let I be a finite set. A geometry over I is a system T = (V, *,7) consisting of a set V,
a map 7: V ~ I and a binary symmetric relation * on V such that for any two elements
x, y of V, whose images under 7 are the same, x * y holds if and only if x = y. If x * y
we say that x is incident to y. x" is called the type of x. We say T is of rank n if III = n.
A flag of T is a set of pairwise incident elements. Two flags are incident if their union
is also a flag. The type of flag X is {xTlx E X}. We say the geometry (V, *, T) is connected
if for any x, y in T, there is a sequence
Xo = x, xl, ••. , Xd = y,
such that Xi * x i + ! for i =0,1, ... , d-1.
Let X be a flag, and let Y be the set of all elements of V - X incident to X, then
(Y, *1 y, 71 y), considered as a geometry over 1- X T, is called the residue of X and 1- X T
is its type.
Let I = {I, 2, ... , n} and let T = ( v, *, T) be a geometry over I, in which every residue
is non-empty and connected. I»there are integers miJ~ 2, such that for any distinct i, j
every residue of type {i,j} is a generalized mirgon, we call T a GAB ('geometry that is
almost a building'). The diagram of the GAB is defined in the following manner: its
nodes are the elements of I, and distinct nodes i,j are joined by mir2 edges if miJE {2, 3, 4},
by !miJ edges if m iJ = 6 or 8, and by an edge labeled miJ in the other cases.
Let I" = (V', *',7') and r = (V, *,7) be two geometries over 1. If qJ is a type-preserving
map such that qJ sends every two incident elements to incident elements, then qJ is called
a morphism. Similarly we can define isomorphisms and automorphisms. We call T' a
2-cover of T, if there is a morphism ip: I" ~ T such that qJ is surjective on flags and sends
every rank 1 or 2 residue of T' bijectively to a rank 1 or 2 residue of r. In this case we
also say that qJ is a 2-cover of r. Let r be a connected geometry. We say the geometry
I" is a universal 2-cover of T if (a) I" is a 2-cover of F; and (b) suppose qJ: I" ~ T is
the corresponding 2-cover, if If;:T" ~ T is another 2-cover, then there is a morphism
0: r ~ T" such that qJ = Olf;. Every connected geometry T has a universa12-cover, which
is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by r. If the universal2-cover of r is isomorphic
to r itself, then we say T is 2-connected.
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A chamber system ( <(5; ~i, i E I) over I consists of a set «5 of objects called chambers,
together with a family of partitions ~j of «5, where i ranges over the set 1. III is called
the rank of ( <(5; ~i' i E 1) . Two chambers x, yare i-adjacent if they are in the same member
of the partition ~i' We can define the join of partitions and use ~j to denote the join of
all ~j with j E J. We say (<(5 ; ~i, i E I) is connected if «5 is the only member of the partition
~/' The members of ~/ -{i} are called vertices for i E I.
Let x be a member of ~}, J £; I, then the residue Resj (x) is the chamber system
consisting of the set of chambers in x, together with the intersections of this set with all
~j, j E J. Clearly Resjfx) has rank 1Ji. A connected chamber system is a SCAB ('chamber
system that is almost a building') if it is of rank ~2 and if there are integers miJ such
that, for each 2-set {i,j}, every residue Res(x ) of type {i,j} is a generalized mirgon. We
define diagrams for SCABs in the same way as for GABs.
Let C' = (<(5'; ~:, i E 1) and C = ( <(5; ~j, i E 1) be two chamber systems. If q;: «5 '~ «5 is a
map such that q; sends i-adjacent chambers to i-adjacent chambers, then q; is called a
morphism. A morphism tp: C'~ C is called a 2-cover if q; is surjective and sends every
rank 1 or 2 residue of C' bijectively to a rank 1 or 2 residue of C. Similarly we can define
the universal 2-cover of a chamber system and 2-connectedness of a chamber system.
Every geometry defines a chamber system. Suppose r =(V, *, T) is a geometry over I.
Let «5 be the set of all flags of type 1. We define the partition ~j as follows: x, y E «5 are
i-adjacent if x = y or their intersection has type 1- {i}. So c'-' (<(5 ; ~i' i E 1) is a chamber
system. We call this system the flag-chamber system of r . We denote this system by C(r).
Conversely, if C = (<(5; ~i' i E 1) is a chamber system, we define a geometry r( C) = (V, *, 'T)
as follows : V consists of all members of ~/ _{j } for all i, the type of a member of ~/-{i}
is i and two elements of V are incident if they have a non-empty intersection as subsets
of «5.
The following facts are clear or easy to check: If r is a GAB, then C(r) is a SCAB;
If q;: I" ~ r is a morphism (or a 2-cover, respectively), then sp induces a morphism (a
2-cover, respectively) from C(r' ) to C(O. Finally, if r is a GAB and C(O is 2-connected,
then r is 2-connected.
In this paper we will consider GABs and SCABs defined by groups. Let G be a group
and let {Pi, i EI} be a family of subgroups of G. For J £; I set P, =n {~,j E J}. We
suppose that
(I)
Then we consider the disjoint union V=U~=IGI Pi of the sets GI Pi of right cosets of
Pi in G. Define (Pjx)'" = i and Pg * ~h if and only if Pg r, ~h = 0. Then r == (V, *, t) is
a geometry. We often require that
G is transitive on maximal flags. (2)
Then every flag of type J has the form Pjg, g E G. Then, in the corresponding flag-chamber
system C (r), the chambers are just the cosets Pig, g E G and two chambers PIg l and
PIg2 are i-adjacent if PI -{ i }gl = PI-{i}g2' In this case r( C(O) =r and so, if C(O is
2-connected, then r is 2-connected.
In the following the geometry defined by G and {Pdi E I} is denoted by .1( G; Pi, i E 1).
2. A CONDITION FOR 2-CONNECTED N ESS
LEMMA 1. Let Cf5 be a set of 'chambers ' and let gph gp2," " gpn and 21 be partitions of
Cf5. Assume that
(a) the joins gpn _I U gpnand gpn - I U 21 are the same partitions ;
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(b) for every i, 1"s; i"s; n - 2, and every member qj) of 'lf j U 'lPn-I U 22 the residue
(qj); 'lPjl~; 'lPn-II~, 'lPnl~) is 2-connected;
(c) the chamber system (C€; 'lP b •.• , 'lPn) is 2 -connected.
Then (C€; 'lPh ... , 'lPn-h 22) is 2-connected.
PROOF. Suppose ('~; s; ,rf}n-h ~) is a chamber system and
cp: ('~; rf}h , rf}n-h ~) ~ (C€; 'lPb ... , 'lPn-h 22)
is a 2-cover. We want to show that cp is an isomorphism.
Since cp is a 2-cover, tp induces a bijection from each member of the partition rf}n-I U ~
to a member of the partition 'lPn-I U 22. By means of this bijection we define a partition
rf}n on <f; as follows: two chambers c and d of <f; are n-adjacent if c, d are in the same
member of the partition rf}n-I U ~ and c", d" are n-adjacent in C€. It is easy to see that
this is well-defined.
Thus we get a chamber system (<f;; rf}h"" rf}n) and cp is a map from (<f;; rf}h"" rf}n)
to (C€; 'lPh •.. , 'lPn). Indeed cp is a morphism because of the definition of rf}n. We claim
that tp: (<f;; rf}b ... , rf}n) ~ (C€; 'lPh •.. , 'lPn) is a 2-cover. So we have to show that for each
J = {i} or J = {i, j} where 1"s; i, j"s; n, and for each chamber c of <f;, cp induces a bijection
from the member of rf}] containing c to the member of 'lP] containing c", where rf}] is
the join of rf}js with j E J and 'lP] is the join of 'lPjs with j E J. This is obvious unless J = {n}
or J = {i, n} for i < n -1, and because of our definition of rf}n this is also clear for J = {n}.
Now suppose J = {i, n} where i < n -1. Let ~ be the member of rf}j U rf}n_1 U~ containing
c and qj) be the member of 'lP j U 'lPn-IU 22 containing c". By (b) cp induces an isomorphism
from (~; rf}j, rf}n-h~) to (qj); 'lP j, 'lPn- h 22) and in particular cp is a bijection from ~ to qj).
Thus every two elements of qj) have the forms dr, d i where db dz are in ~. Suppose dr,
di are n-adjacent. Then dj, di are in the same member of 'lPn-I U 'lPn- By (a) they are
in the same member of 'lPn-I U 22 and since cp is an isomorphism from ~ to qj), db dz are
in the same member of rf}n-I u~. So by our definition of :ffino db dz are n-adjacent. It is
clear that dj, di are i-adjacent or (n -I)-adjacent then db dz are i-adjacent or (n-
l l-adjacent, respectively. So cp: (~; &j, rf}n-b 'lPn)~(qj); 'lPj, 'lPn- b 'lPn) is an isomorphism
so in particular cp induces a bijection from the member of the partition rf}j U rf}n containing
c to the member of the partition 'lPjU 'lPn containing c". Hence tp : (<f;; rf}j, ... , rf)n)~
( C€; 'lP b .•. , 'lPn) is a 2-cover.
Now by (c) cp is an isomorphism when viewed as a morphism from (<f;; rf}b"" rf}n)
to (C€; 'lPh ••. , 'lPn). In particular cp is a bijection from the set <f; to the set C€. But by
definition
tp: (<f;; rf}b"" rf}n-b ~)~ (C€; 'lPb ... , 'lPn- b 22)
is a 2-cover and so is an isomorphism,
3. GAB
.-Q0
0---0 -;/'
~o
Letf(x, y) = (x, y) be the usual dot product of QSand let B = {u b UZ, u3, U4, us, u6, U7, us}
be the standard basis. Let GO( Q,f) be the group of all linear transformations in QS
preservingf projectively so that if g E GO( Q, f), then (u g , v g ) = Cg ( u, v) for some Cg E Q*
and all u, VE QS. Define 0 = GO(Q,f)' and Ii = 0/(-1).
Let
Then B' = {Vb VZ, ••• , vs} is a second orthogonal basis.
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Consider the following three root systems of type Es.
fJ>+ = {±Ui±UJU{~ it tiUil e, = ±1, IT e, = 1},
fJ>- = {±uj ±uj}u {~i~l tiUj Ie, = ±1, IT e, = -1},
fJ># = {±Vj± vj}u {~jt tiVi Iti = ±1, IT e, = 1}.
Set A = {+, -, #}. For a E A, let W a be the commutator subgroup of the corresponding
Weyl group. Then W a == 2 . n+(8, 2).
Let S be the group of all monomial transformations in n simultaneously preserving
the partitions
Then it is easy to see that S is a common Sylow 2-subgroup of W+, W-, and W#.
Now define
Then C has order 213 • 34 and has S as a Sylow 2-subgroup.
Let '7-S and '7+S be the reflections in (u7-us).L and (U7+US)\ respectively. Set H=
Cn ( ' 7- S)' , K = Cn ( ' 7- S, '7+s»'.
Now we define groups G7=(CnH, WanH,aEA) and G6=(CnK,
W+ n K, W# n K), Gt = G6( ' 7+S»), and geometries: .17= .1(G7 ; C n H, wa n H, a E A),
.16=.1(G6;CnK, W+nK, W#nK) and .17'=.1(G7;CnH, W+nH, W#nH,Gt).
Kantor proved in [2] that .17 , .16 and .17' are GABs with diagrams
respectively. He also proved that .17 and .16 are affine buildings and conjectured that .17'
is 2-connected.
The following theorem proves this conjecture.
THEOREM 1. .17' is 2-connected.
PROOF. Consider the SCABs C7 and C7 , corresponding to .17 and .17'. Because H n
W+ n W- n W# n C = H n W+ n W# n C n Gt = D, C7 and C7' both have the same set
G7/ D of chambers.
In C7 two chambers Dg., Dgz are Jn the same member of partition :;Pj if and only if
Xig1 = Xig Z, where
X1=Hn W+n W-n W#,
Xz=Hn W+n W-nC,
X3=Hn W+n W#nC,
X4 = H n W- n W# n C.
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Also in C7' the following four subgroups define the partitions:
Y1=Hn W+n W#nGt,
Y2 = H n W+ n C n Gt,
Y3 = H n W+n W#nC,
Y4 = H n W#nCnGt.
It is easy to see that X, = Y;, i = l, 2, 3 and so if the partition defined by Y4 is called !!l,
then C7 is defined by 9Ph 9P2 , 9P3 , 9P4 and C7' by 9P h 9P2 , 9P3 and s.
We know C7 is 2-connected because ~7 is a building.
Note in G7 the subgroups H n W+, H n W#, H n C and o; satisfy the condition (1)
in Section l, so
Similarly
(X3 , X 4 ) = H n W# n C.
Thus the join 9P3 u 9P4 is equal to the partition 9P3 u!!l.
Also, we have
and
(Xh X 3 ) = H n w+ n W# == 26 • PSL(3, 2),
(Xh Y4) = H n W# n Gt == 26 • A6 ,
(X3 , Y4 ) = H n W# n C ==26(A3 xA4 ) • 2.
Thus every residue of type {l , 3, 4} in C7' is a SCAB with diagram 0-0= and group A 7
and hence is 2-connected (Roman [6]). Also, we have
(X2, X 3, Y4)= H n C =(H r. S, (u h U2, U3), (Vh V2, v3) , (vs, V6, V7»,
and
(X2, X 3) = H n C n W+ = (H n S, (u h U2, u3) , (v h V2, V3) • (vs, V6, V7»,
(X2, Y4) = H n C n Gt = (H n S, (u h U2, u3) , (v h V2, V3»,
(X3, Y4) = H n C n W# = (H n S, (Vh V2, v3) , (v s, V6, V7»'
Thus every residue in C7 , of type {2, 3, 4} is a building in which the rank 2 residues are
generalized digons and hence are 2-connected.
Thus all assumptions in Lemma 1 are satisfied for the SCABs C7 and C7" Therefore
C7 , is 2-connected and so is ~7"
0--0
4. GAB II I
o "
Let f(x, y) = (x, y) be the usual dot product in Q7 and Uh U2,' •• , U7 be the standard
orthonormal basis. Set u* =L;~l Uj and V = u~.
Let a j = -rlu, + u*, l,,; i,,; 7. Then we have
7
L a, = 0, (ai' a;) = 42, and (aj, aj ) = -7 for i ¥-j.
i=l
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where subscripts are taken mod 7. Then it is easy to check that
L b, = 0, tb; bJ = 2·42 and (b j , bj ) = 2(-7) for i '" j.
So there is a linear transformation <p on \( such that ar = b7- j, and then br = 2a7_j.
Let r be the reflection in (a l - a2 ).1 and set c, = b~ and d, = cr. Then we get four sets
of elements {aJ, {bJ, {eJ, {dJ. The explicit relations among them are as follows.
b, = al +a2+ a4 CI = al + a2+ a4 d, = 2a6
b2= a2+ a3+ a5 C2 = al + a3+ a5 d2= -al +a2+ a5+ a7
b, = a3+ a4+ a6 C3 = a3+a4+ a6 d3= 2a4
b4= a4+ a5+ a7 C4 = a4+ a5+ a7 d4= 2a3
b, = a5+ a6+ al C5 = a5+ a6+ a2 d5= al+ a2+a5- a7
b6= a6+07+a2 C6= a6+ a7+ al d6= al +a2- 05+ a7
b, = a7+ 0 1 + a3 C7 = a7+a2+ a3 d7= al - a2+ a5+ a7
If G(a) denotes the stabilizer of {at> ... , a7} in SL(V) and G(b» G(c» G(d) have the
similar definition. Then G(a) == G(b) == G(c) == G(d) == A 7 • Also, {aj}, {bJ define a projective
plane PG(2,2) in which ajs correspond to the points and b.s correspond to the lines. It
is easy to check that D = G(a) (\ G(b) (\ G(c) (\ G(d) is a dihedral group of order 8.
Set G = <G(a), G(b» G(c» Ou, and r = L1 (G; G(a» G(b» G(c), G(d»' Kantor proved in
[3] that r is a building with diagramIi and G = il(Z[!],f), where f is the quadratic
0----<>
form 42 L~ X j -14 LI""j<j""6 XjXj •
Now we define a new GAB ([5]).
Let K = G a" the stabilizer of a4 in G. Define H = <G(a) (\ K, G(c) (\ K, G(d) (\ K). Then
H ~ G a,. Define F' = L1 (G; G(a» G(c» G(d), H). We claim that I" is a GSB with diagram
/Ii.
0=0
To see this let us first consider the group H. H (\ G(a) == Sp(4,2), in which H (\ G(a) (\ G(c)
and H (\ G(a) (\ G(d) are the maximal parabolic subgroups containing D. Also, H (\ G(d) ==
Sp( 4,2) and H (\ G(d) (\ G(a) and H (\ G(d) (\ G(c) are the maximal parabolic subgroups
containing D of H (\ G(d)' H (\ G(c) == (A3 x A 4 ) • 2 and H (\ G(c) (\ G(a), H (\ G(c) (\ G(d)
are its two maximal subgroups containing D. By Aschbacher's Theorem 3.8 in [1],
L1(H; H (\ G(a» H (\ G(c» H (\ G(d» is a GAB with diagram 0=0=0.
Also, G(a) acts on {at> ... , a7} as A 7. G(a) (\ H == A 6 is the stabilizer of a4 in G(a»
G(a) (\ G(d) == (A 3 x A 4 ) • 2 is the stabilizer of {a 3 , a4 , a6} in G(a) and G(a) (\ G(c) == PSL(3, 2)
is the stabilizer of the set {c.} in G(a)' Thus L1 (G(a); G(a) (\ G(c), G(a) (\ G(d)' G(a) (\ H) is
a GAB with diagram 0----<>=0. Similarly, G(d) == A 7 and L1( G(d); G(a) (\ G(d» G(c) (\
G(d)' G(d) (\ H) is a GAB with diagram 0----<>=. Also, G(c) == A 7 , G(c) (\ H == (A3 x A 4 ) • 2
is the stabilizer of {ct> C3' C4}' Considering the relations among {aj}, {cI }, {dJ, we see that
G(c) (\ G(a) == G(c) (\ G(d) == PSL(3, 2) and L1 (G(c); G(a) (\ G(c), G(c) (\ H, G(c) (\ G(d» is a
GAB with diagram 0----<>----<>.
So by Aschbacher's result ([1],3.8) it is easy to see that I" = L1( G; G(a» G(c» G(d)' H)
is a GAB with diagram ~ 1.
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Concerning this GAB we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 2. I" is 2-connected.
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PROOF. Consider the SCABs C and C' associated with rand I", Because Ora) n Orb) n
O(e) n Old) = D = Ora) n O(e) n Old) n H, C and C' have the same set 01D of chambers.
In C the partitions '!P j are defined by X, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) where
XI = Ora) n Orb) n O(e),
X z = Orb) n O(e) n Old),
X3 = Ora) n O(e) n Old),
X4 = Ora) n Orb) n Old)'
In C' the partitions are defined by the following groups:
YI = O(a)n o..«. H
Y z = O(e) n Old) n H
Y3 = Ora) n O(e) n Old)
Q= O(a)n O(d)nH.
But X 3 = Y 3 , and since O(e) n H = Orb) n O(e), XI = Yh X z = Y Z' So C and C' share the
partitions '!Ph '!Pz, '!P3' Let 22 be the partition defined by Q. Since
(X3, X 4 ) = Ora) n Old) = (Y3 , Q)
the join partition '!P3u '!P4 is equal to '!P3U 22.
Also, in C' every member of '!PI U '!P3U 22 corresponds to a GAB with diagram 0--0=0
and hence is 2-connected (Ronan [6]). Every member of '!Pz u '!P3U 22 in C' corresponds
to a GAB with diagram 0--0= and hence is also 2-connected.
We know C is 2-connected because .1 is an affine building. By Lemma 1, C' is
2-connected and so is the GAB I",
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